Dungog HIGH SCHOOL – Footwear Policy

Dungog High School is a ‘uniform school’ where students are expected to be in full school uniform every day. Our uniform is functional and distinctive and helps students to dress neatly and to identify with the school. Our students and their families are to be commended on their efforts in ensuring that they are adhering to the uniform requirements.

The greatest number of injuries to students occurs due to “slips, trips and falls”. In 2014, we will focus upon the wearing of safe, sturdy shoes which meet WHS requirements in specialist rooms including kitchens, science labs and workshops. Additionally for the safety of students in the playground and at sport the following footwear requirements will apply to ALL students.

Acceptable School Shoes:
• School shoes must be made of a sturdy material (leather) and offer adequate support to the foot. (No canvas type, ballet type, skate or boat shoes).
• The shoe must cover the entire upper section of the foot to protect against falling objects or spilt liquids.
• The shoe must be completely black (including the sole and laces) with limited brandings or logos.

Acceptable Sport Shoes
• On Sport Days and PDHPE lessons, students will be permitted to continue to wear appropriate, closed supportive sport shoes / runners.

Examples of SUITABLE shoes

Examples of UNSUITABLE shoes
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